Skill Needs for Early Career Researchers—A Text Mining Approach
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Abstract: Research and development activities are one of the main drivers for progress, economic growth and wellbeing in many societies. This article proposes a text mining approach applied to a large amount of data extracted from job vacancies advertisements, aiming to shed light on the main skills and demands that characterize first stage research positions in Europe. Results show that data handling and processing skills are essential for early career researchers, irrespective of their research field. Also, as many analyzed first stage research positions are connected to universities, they include teaching activities to a great extent. Management of time, risks, projects, and resources plays an important part in the job requirements included in the analyzed advertisements. Such information is relevant not only for early career researchers who perform job selection taking into account the match of possessed skills with the required ones, but also for educational institutions that are responsible for skills development of the future R&D professionals.
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1. Introduction

Research and development activities are one of the main drivers for progress, economic growth and wellbeing in many societies. Even if the investments made in research have been questioned by some stakeholders, technological developments are needed for more science advancements in order to push forward sustainable economic development, especially in emerging economies aiming to catch up with developed countries [1]. In the European Union (EU), the main policy instrument in this field, the European Research Area (ERA), promotes several priorities such as effective national research systems based on investments and national competition, transnational cooperation and competition, open labour market for researchers, gender equality, and optimal circulation of knowledge. Thus, current policies promote a Europe based on the freedom of movement of people and knowledge. In order to achieve this goal in R&D, a number of initiatives have been promoted such as the European Charter for Researchers and Code of Conduct for their Recruitment. The key purpose is to support researchers’ movement across borders, sectors and disciplines. Such ambitious goals are supported by the EURAXESS platform which is a pan-European initiative that provides information on job opportunities and supports research careers. This initiative is endorsed by the European Union, member states and associated countries. The number of job vacancies advertised on the EURAXESS platform witnessed an increase of 7.8% in 2012–2014, followed by a decline of 5% in 2015–2016 [2]. However, the share of researchers expressing their satisfaction with the level of openness, transparency and merit-basis of the recruitment processes increased by 7.5% in the 2015–2016 period [2]. Concluding, the EURAXESS platform plays a key role
in supporting an open labour market for researchers. The information provided via EURAXESS takes the form of job vacancies and funding opportunities advertisements, aiming to allow for the match between the supply and demand for researchers. The development of researchers’ careers and their movement across borders, sectors and disciplines are influenced by the attractiveness and quality of information that are available for them. The main goal of this article is to explore and reveal key dimensions that characterize the entry level research labour market for selected scientific fields.

According to the European Framework for Research Careers, four professional categories exist among researchers, irrespective of their working context (universities, research institutions, NGOs, companies): (1) First Stage Researcher, (2) Recognized Researcher, (3) Established Researcher and (4) Leading Researcher. This study is focused on the entry level research labour market, namely on positions for first stage researchers. Usually, first stage researchers are PhD candidates who carry out research activities under supervision, have a good knowledge of their field of study, are able to collect data under supervision, as well as to analyze and assess complex ideas and to present their research outcomes.

Previous studies on career management of R&D professionals have showed that individuals respond and take decisions based on the structure of available opportunities [3], meaning that they consider the perceived rewarded activities when they develop their career orientation and strategies in order to reach expected career outcomes [4,5]. On the other hand, following the idea that career decisions and challenges vary significantly by career stage [6], we focus our analysis on first stage research positions. Previous studies on R&D professionals found that, during the exploration stage, career goals include the understanding of personal abilities and interests, evaluation of job requirements, and integration within research teams. Entry-level researchers face the need to develop their professional identity, to contribute with their knowledge and competences within the organization and team, as well as to cope with challenging tasks [7,8].

As opposed to other sectors, career systems in R&D have been extensively influenced by issues related to the level of professional competences of the researchers and other relevant skills such as teamwork and problem solving and less by the traditional advancement in the organizational hierarchy [9–11]. Thus, attracting and retaining researchers with the right mix of knowledge and competences became a key factor for more and more organizations [12] as individuals make job selections that are consistent with their personal orientations and profile [13,14]. The volume of researchers represents an important input for the innovation processes [15–17]. Many scholars consider that it is important to better understand the reactions of researchers to various career opportunities [4,18–20]. Career choices are made on the basis of career orientation, which represents a mix of self-perceived preferences, talents, needs and values [18,21,22]. Five types of career orientation have been identified among R&D professionals: technical orientation, manager orientation, project orientation, technical transfer orientation and entrepreneur orientation [20]. However, different career orientations share many common competences, values and professional roles [23]. One common challenge is that R&D professionals face rapidly changing demands determined by new technologies developments [24].

The way individuals respond to various job opportunities is explained by the person–organization fit theory which refers to the way the profile and skills of workers match with the needs, practices and expectations of the organizations [25,26]. From this point of view, information on job opportunities that are provided by organizations to first stage researchers shape the way individuals make job selections in the R&D sector. While many studies analyze career orientation and choices of R&D professionals by exploring data collected from researchers [18,21,22], this article is focused on information coming from organizations in the form of job vacancies advertisements. Such information is relevant not only for early career researchers who perform job selection taking into account the match of possessed skills with the required ones, but also for educational institutions that are responsible for skills development of the future R&D professionals. Various innovative approaches have been developed in order to better inform education and training institutions with respect to the nature and level of skills required from their graduates [27,28]. This article proposes a text mining approach...
applied to a large amount of data extracted from job vacancies advertisements, aiming to shed light on the main skills and demands that characterize first stage research positions in Europe.

2. Skills for RDI Sector: Some Hints from the Literature

Although the purpose of identifying skills relevant to research and innovation might seem appealing for decision makers in the area of education and training, and although there are several research endeavors aiming to provide some hints, finding the links between skills and RDI and understanding the policy relevance of the results are not easy tasks.

One of the most well-known measures of skill needs is the required level of education. As the share of higher education graduates as well as the share of doctoral and postdoctoral graduates increased in the population, the minimum level of education required for entry level positions in RDI and universities increased to doctorate level. PhD holders are among the most mobile populations, the international mobility often starting from the training period/program [29,30], so a better knowledge on required skills could improve the PhD holders’ mobility, as well as the knowledge flows among European countries. Current RDI strategies aim to support the increase of PhD holders’ numbers for a specific theme/research sector, being considered that usually a PhD veils some mix of skills that supports research and innovation [29,31].

Apart from the apparent consensus on the minimum required level of education in RDI, findings from the scientific literature are very heterogeneous, as a lot of skills and personal characteristics were under scrutiny and proved to influence research and innovation ideas and outputs [29,32]. The RDI sector is a very heterogeneous one, and studies carried out in the field used different typologies and focused on the role of different skills, not to mention the different conceptual approaches of skills and innovation used. Although the meaning of skills varies a lot through the literature, we use for this paper a broad sense of the concept, covering abilities, competences, knowledge, as well as personal attributes [29,33,34].

Studies addressing skills for the RDI sector are rarely comparable across industry [32], addressing mainly the corporate side of the sector and usually finding a mix of skills supporting research and/or innovation. The mix of required skills covers basic skills, technical skills, academic or methodologic skills, soft skills, etc. [29,32].

The mix of skills needed in RDI varies along sectors (business, university, NGOs), according to industry structure and competitiveness, type of RDI (fundamental, empirical, etc.) or type of innovation. Higher sectoral skills lead to higher sectoral productivity [35], as well as to higher investments in R&D [36], so the sector’s characteristics, its structure and competitiveness, could influence the required mix of skills. Methodological limits in introducing sectoral and specific skills in comparative surveys also limit the possibility to identify specific skills supporting research and innovation and urge for more in-depth studies at the level of sub-sectors and occupations. Skill needs in RDI usually imply both theoretical and practical skills [32].

Big innovations and outputs are more likely to be produced by highly specialized companies [37], so technical and methodological skills remain at the core of job requirements in RDI, while communication, teamwork, sharing, etc. increase their importance.

Leadership, management and entrepreneurial skills are also addressed by the scientific literature, but are treated on a rather separate track. Management and entrepreneurial skills can be considered as transversal skills along the entire RDI sector, increasing self-regulation and adaptability, irrespective of sector specificities, but also fostering and mentoring the organizational space where innovation might appear. Entrepreneurial skills foster spill overs and contribute to increasing R&D returns [38]. Managerial and leadership skills are crucial not only for better positioning the company/organization on the market, but also to develop cooperation with other stakeholders and competitors in the field [39].

Globalization, ICT and the increasing importance of green skills are among the drivers of change for the future skill demands of RDI sector [28]. Globalization and ICT are changing the way economies work, increasing competitiveness and urging for collaboration. Soft skills such as communication,
communication in foreign languages, teamwork, working in multicultural teams and organizations, and working in multidisciplinary/interdisciplinary teams might become more and more important. Apart for the increasing importance of the so-called soft skills, globalization in RDI also leads to increasing levels of specific and technical skill needs. Large amounts of data available due to internet development call for new methods and skills to collect, organize and analyze them. Globalization also urges for skills that can support comparable studies, both quantitative and qualitative. Mass education is less probable to provide such a high level of skills, so self-learning and learning to learn are among the skills underpinning skills development in RDI.

Sustainability-oriented innovation changes the way economies operate, new green skills, green occupations and even green sectors emerging. Also, more responsible and ethical attitudes towards environment, culture, and communities becomes mandatory in RDI, although their future impact on the RDI is hard to be estimated [29,40].

The current findings point to a broader set of skills needed in RDI, with different sub-sectors needing different mixes of skills in different contexts and for different purposes [29,32]. This is why pulling out a core set of skills to substantiate teaching and learning policies in the field might be a tricky task, asking in fact for stakeholders’ involvement in curriculum design, as well as for more specific studies undertaken for different sectors and occupations in order to provide more detailed findings.

The mix of skills needed in RDI is also in line with the mix of technical, communication, IT, ethical, legal and data science skills needed to support the objective of promoting and developing Open Science [41].

3. Data Gathering Process

Text mining represents a solution to the research challenge induced by new data sources such as text data posted on the web. This has led to an increase in the amount of data that can be extracted and analyzed in different domains. For example, the content analysis of job advertisements is one research topic based on voluminous textual data providing findings about training needs or technical skills required for specific jobs. This information could be useful for academic institutions in updating their curricula or for individuals in their career planning or for job analysts. The studies developed for identifying the skills valued by employers using online job vacancies focused on information regarding the activities associated with the job and on the attributes required from applicants. Some of the researches focused on specific jobs: big data jobs [42], IT jobs [43], information systems [44], and librarians [45], meanwhile other studies analyzed the communalities encountered for different professions [46,47]. The studies highlighted that constantly a combination of technical and soft skills is required. Previous researches on data analytics positions in the business sector found a common set of soft and transferable skills such as decision making, organization, communication and structure data management [48]. The findings were rather limited with respect to a similar set of technical skills, only statistics and programing skills being mentioned as common to the scrutinized jobs [48].

Big volumes of data were required as a source for quantitative research. In the planning stage of the study presented in this article, data were collected manually via a web browser. When the authors comprehended the potential of the research, they decided to develop tailor-made solutions to collect data automatically.

The source of data was EURAXESS web platform. EURAXESS is a pan-European initiative backed by the European Union which provides valuable information and resources to researchers. For this article, the authors were interested in collecting information about jobs offers in the research field [49]. Data collected is from public pages and it is used for research purposes only.

The authors chose five domains to analyze: Computer Science, Economics, Engineering, Environmental Science and Mathematics. Data about research job offers were gathered for the 1 May to 27 October 2018 timeframe. Data collected included the research field, researcher profile, date, description and requirements. Many of the job listings include more than one research field.
If at least one of them was among the six mentioned above, the data about the page were gathered. The authors decided to keep only the job listings that were accessible to early career researchers. Therefore, the specifications of the researcher profile had to include First Stage Researcher (R1), which according to EURAXESS, includes “individuals doing research under supervision in industry, research institutes or universities”, including PhD candidates, but not PhD holders [49]. Some job listings were dedicated to First Stage Researchers, others were open for more experienced researchers as well. Date, description and requirements were gathered for all the pages that respected the criteria described above.

The solution was developed in Python 3 programming language, using Scrapy—An open-source framework [50]. Previous studies [51,52] have used similar technologies to collect big volumes of data automatically in the absence of an API (Application Programming Interface). Article [53] describes in detail the process of data acquisitions, difficulties encountered and solutions to solve them.

Although the solution is able to extract data much faster, a download rate of 36 pages/minute was set. The authors were very careful not to affect EURAXESS server performances. The solution is designed to collect from every scraped page only the relevant data. That is possible by finding the CSS selectors which contained the information required; 48,054 pages were automatically scraped. Out of all pages, 1571 were found for the Computer Science field, 1041 for Economics, 3004 for Engineering, 265 for Environmental Sciences, and 451 for Mathematics. Data were stored in JSON format and further processing was required to clean it before using it as an input in data analysis instruments.

4. Methodology

Consequently, the input in this investigation is represented by a considerable amount of textual data. To be more precise, a collection of documents representing descriptions of research job positions constitutes the source of information in this study. Usually, in the text mining literature, a collection of documents is labelled corpus. In order to extract information from it, as we know from big data theory, an interdisciplinary approach is recommended. Therefore, tools of informatics, programming, statistics, data analysis as well as the domain experts to evaluate and validate the outputs, are required.

As mentioned in the previous section, the findings of this study are based on the investigation of five different corpuses. Text mining was performed with tm library in R [54–56] and mainly used for text summarization. Other concepts employed in the text mining literature, besides the corpus, are document, token and lexicon or dictionary. In our investigation, the document is a research job offer; the tokens are the fundamentals units of analysis, represented by individual words. The lexicon or the dictionary consists of all unique words in a specific corpus, meanwhile the corpus size indicates the total number of words used [57]. Large texts are analyzed by computational methods based on statistical concepts. In order to use such methods, data transformation is required. This stage involves building structured representations similar to those employed in classical data mining such as matrices. The final results will consist of a matrix known as a document-term matrix whose elements are numerical, representing word frequency. The rows are the documents and the columns are the tokens [55,58]. At first, before completing data cleaning, this matrix is very large and extremely sparse. Table 1 emphasizes the vocabulary size and the corpus size before undertaking this pre-processing action. We have to mention that these numbers were computed after conducting some preliminary cleaning operations such as: eliminating extra white spaces, removing conjunctions and prepositions (stop words), removing punctuation, and converting to lower case.

There are universal regularities characterizing word frequency distribution, of which the best known is the theory of the minimum effort (Zipfs’ law) [59,60]. This theory is used in the literature to compare and assess the quality of the informational content of a text. Zipfs’ law states that the frequency of occurrence of a word is approximately an inverse power law function of its rank. The parameters appearing in this law will characterize the diversity of the vocabulary. In order to understand if the five corpuses investigated in this paper depict this universal law and moreover to see if there are significant differences between them in terms of vocabulary richness, we summarized the frequency distribution...
through a frequency spectrum. This involves computing $V_m$, representing the number of words occurring $m$ times in the corpus. We have plotted the frequency spectrum for the first 50 elements [60,61]. The main conclusion we can draw from this representation is that the corpuses analyzed in this paper follows a typical frequency pattern suggested by the plot in Figure 1.

Table 1. Dimension of the corpus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Before Data Cleaning</th>
<th>After Data Cleaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary Size</td>
<td>Corpus Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>21570</td>
<td>363158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>9280</td>
<td>126301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>16306</td>
<td>265725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental sciences</td>
<td>6939</td>
<td>41322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>7199</td>
<td>53841</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ computation.

Figure 1. Cont.
Generally, in text mining, the data transformation process which leads to a frequency matrix is followed by data cleaning. Typically, this stage involves pre-processing the corpus through the following operations: eliminating extra white spaces, removing conjunctions and prepositions (stop words), removing punctuation, converting to lower case, and application of a stemming algorithm. As we mentioned before, we made use of all except the last one. We decided not to use a stemming algorithm, which removes word’ suffixes with the purpose of dimension reduction. As we exemplified in the next section, retrieving the radicals of some words can lead to the loss of relevant information.

We also defined and eliminated non-relevant words such as: applicant, required, email, and position, which are common in the textual data coming from job advertisements, with no informational value in the context of our investigation.

In order to reduce the size of the document-term matrix, we used two different procedures. The first one excludes the sparse terms and the second one eliminates the words appearing in almost all the documents.

The maximal allowed sparsity was set to 0.98. This means that those columns associated to very infrequent words were dropped. The sparsity was computed for each term by the formula:

\[ \text{sparsity}_i = 1 - \frac{n_i}{N} \]  

(1)

where \( n_i \) represents the number of occurrences for term \( i \) and \( N \) is the total number of documents in the corpus. In our analysis were kept only those words with a sparse factor of less than the threshold of 0.98. We consider that rare terms do not contribute to our findings given that we are interested in finding which are the most required skills.

On the opposite side, the document-term matrix contains words occurring in almost all the documents. Such words are not necessarily related to our topic, they are rather common words specific to the job posts. In this case, the elimination is made switching from a weighting system based on term frequency to a scheme known as inverse document frequency emphasizing the words with higher discriminative power [57,58,62].

The inverse document frequency for a specific term is computed by the formula:

\[ \text{idf}_i = \log_2 \left( \frac{N}{d_i} \right) \]  

(2)
where $N$ represents the size of the corpus and $d_i$ represents the number of documents where the term $i$ appears [62].

Generally, in text mining, the statistical measure used to evaluate the importance of a certain term is given by the tf-idf which stands for term frequency-inverse document frequency. The importance increases proportionally to the number of occurrences in the document but is counterbalanced by the frequency of the word in the entire collection of documents. This implies normalization of a term frequency using the document length measured by the total number of words in the document ($t f_i$). Therefore, the tf-idf is computed by [57,58]:

$$t f_{-i}d f_i = t f_i \ast i d f_i$$ (3)

We have computed this statistic for each term and we discarded all the terms obtaining a value smaller than the first quantile. Following these procedures, we have significantly reduced the size of the term document matrix. The dimensions of each corpus and the summary statistics for the tf-idf values are given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Length (No. of Documents)</th>
<th>1st Qu.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Qu.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>3004</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>1043</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.0616</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer science</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental sciences</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ computation.

The implications of these operations on the dimension of each corpus are revealed in Table 2 as well as in Appendix A. As illustrated in Table 1, the vocabulary size sharply decreased, and also the variance of this measure across the research fields significantly declined. Among all research fields, computer science depicts the largest vocabulary. As we will find in the next section, this could be explained by the diversity of the domains where computational methods are required. The representation included in Appendix A plots the top ten most frequent terms before and after undertaking the text cleaning, revealing that the final matrices do not include terms without informational value.

These collections of documents were used to identify the skills and knowledge required in the research sector for five different fields.

In the next section, the findings are represented via word clouds, a visual instrument highlighting the most frequently used terms in the advertisements of the vacancies or in the calls for applications. The frequency of a certain word is computed by the sum of the column it represents in the document-term matrices obtained after the cleaning and transformation process. The word clouds we inserted in the paper use the top 100 most frequent words [63,64].

For a better understanding of the word clouds, we have also extracted and represented the associations encountered for different terms. In essence, the correlations among those words are computed indicating the share of co-occurrences. This tool allows us to draw the context in which those terms are used.

5. Results

The main findings are extracted from the word cloud representation associated to each research field. The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn at first glance from the word frequency visualization is related to the interdisciplinary dimension of the research activity. This facet may also be a consequence of the fact that many of the job posts include more than one research field. Further research should deal with this issue using classification methods.
Without exception, the aspects related to “data” are very often specified in job descriptions and/or requirements. In order to understand the context, we analyzed the associations of this word and we found that it co-occurs with “protection”, “statistics”, “science”, and “processing”. In the Figure 2 inserted below are represented only the correlations exceeding a threshold of 0.5. For computer science for example, the highest correlation is of 0.35. In this case, it co-occurs with terms such as “analytics”, “analysis”, “processing”, “machine” or “model”. We can conclude that at least in mathematics, engineering and computer science, data mining or data processing skills are frequently required.

![Visualizations of correlations](image)

(a) Mathematics  
(b) Computer science (0.35-0.25)

(c) Engineering  
(d) Economics

**Figure 2.** Visualization of the correlations for term “data”. Source: authors’ computation.

Besides the term “data”, another term common to all fields, appearing with a high frequency, is “model”. In computer science, the highest correlations are found for “simulation” (0.39) and “scientist”, pointing again towards data science skills. For economics, the most significant association was found
with “energy” (0.39) and “analyses” (0.37). For the documents extracted from the engineering field, the first association (0.34) was found for “numerical”, showing that the advertisements of the vacancies including the term “model” also contain “numerical”. The corpus obtained for environmental sciences revealed many terms co-occurring with the term “model”. We consider that the relevant ones could be “simulation” (0.67), “dynamics” (0.67) or “surveys” (0.64). For the mathematics field, the words that could explain the context in which it occurs are “simulation” (0.29) and “optimization” (0.24). Hence, the term “model” indicates requirements related to analytical skills. This conclusion is also supported by the frequency of the term “analysis” which is easily detectable in all five figures.

Additionally, the word “university” plays an important role in the documents we have analyzed, and this is due to the fact that most of the posts are coming from universities and implicitly the name of the university is mentioned in the job description. Regularly, a position in a university also implies teaching activity, which is reflected by our word cloud through terms such as “courses”, “teaching”, “assistant”, and “professor”.

The term “management” is common to all five-word clouds but it is difficult to summarize its correlations due to the fact it is related to a wide variety of aspects. For instance, no matter the field, it is associated with the following terms: “time”, “risk”, “financial”, “supply chain”, “organizational”, “project”, “industrial”, “quality”, “resources”, “financial”, “team”, and “strategic”. So, data processing and handling, teaching and management skills could be considered core competences for R&D professionals that transcend all the analyzed fields.

Specific skills required within the five analyzed fields are presented in the following paragraphs. For the vacancies associated with engineering field (Figure 3), words such as “physics”, “energy”, “materials”, “mechanical”, “electrical”, “mathematics”, and “electronics” are keywords for the technical knowledge required. On the other hand, the presence of the words “communication” or “language” unveil a different facet of the research activity which requires good oral and written communication skills. The term “language” is mostly associated with “English” (0.43) and “foreign” (0.4), emphasizing that “English” is used as a scientific and research language. The research topics within the project calls could be very heterogeneous and it is indicated by terms such as “medical”, “sustainability” or “environmental”. Another dimension that could be extracted from the representation is about IT-related competences. For instance, the term “software” acquired a significant frequency being correlated with “programming”, “testing” or “computer”.

The representation built for the environmental sciences field (Figure 4) highlights more keywords related to the research topics of the projects being advertised: “water”, “climate”, “ocean”, “earth”,

![Figure 3. Engineering. Source: authors’ computation.](image-url)
“biology”, ”change”, ”ecosystem”, and ”sustainability”. Therefore, this investigation also depicts the topical research areas.

Figure 4. Environmental sciences. Source: authors’ computation.

As mentioned in the methodology section, we did not use a stemming algorithm because we consider that relevant information could be lost. For example, in the word cloud associated to Mathematics field (Figure 5), one can distinguish the term “science” but also the plural form “sciences”. Employing a stemming algorithm will lead to the elimination of the second one together with the absorption of its frequency by the radical of the word. However, if we analyze the associations for these words, we see that they are indicating different aspects. “Science” is rather related to data science meanwhile the prevalence of the word sciences comes from collocations like natural sciences or social sciences. Among technical skills, related to this research field are very well represented: “probability theory”, “differential equations”, and “physics”. IT skills are now reflected by terms like “computer” or “program”. Moreover, an interesting aspect also related to software engineering skill is highlighted by the associations found for the word “machine”. The word “learning” is frequently associated with it (0.87), depicting that the candidates should be able to implement different machine learning algorithms. Among the top 100 terms, “team” is present, emphasizing that team work is essential for research activity. The word “language” is associated with diplomas and certificates (0.4), showing that good communication in a foreign language is required.

Figure 5. Mathematics. Source: authors’ computation.
For the first time, the word cloud representing the Economics field (Figure 6) highlights an important dimension of the research activity, the publication of which is an outcome but also a selection criterion. This is summarized by “article”, “publication” or “journals” words situated among first 100 most frequent. The magnitude of the term “business” is coming from the requirements related to the candidate studies: Master’s degree or PhD or equivalent relevant experience in the field of finance or management/business administration are required. This is why the two words most correlated with “business” are “school” and “administration”.

Figure 6. Economics. Source: authors’ computation.

For the computer science field (Figure 7), terms such as “deep”, “machine”, “algorithms”, “learning”, “digital”, “computing”, and “intelligence”, are keywords that could be anticipated. Therefore, successful candidates should have technical skills related to machine learning or its new area known as deep learning which is mostly based on artificial neural networks.

Figure 7. Computer science. Source: authors’ computation.
The appearance of the words “medical”, “health”, “human”, “social”, and “clinical” could indicate topical research themes for the period we are analyzing. This is also due to the fact that machine learning algorithms are often applied to medical data sets. The term innovative is pointing towards technologies and solutions that should be developed in the projects for which the research positions are opened.

6. Conclusions

Our article proposes a text mining approach in order to identify the mix of skills that are required from first stage researchers in Europe. The analysis was applied on job vacancies advertisements extracted from the EURAXESS platform for selected research fields: Computer Science, Economics, Engineering, Environmental Science and Mathematics.

First, the results of our analysis can be utilized by educational institutions that contribute to skill formation of future R&D professionals. Second, the results are relevant for early career researchers, PhD candidates and career guidance providers who can better understand the entry level research labour market in terms of skills and demands at the workplace. Third, the results can be useful for R&D companies themselves which can benefit from the overview of the main developments characterizing various research fields. They can better develop effective human resources policies in order to attract, develop and retain the right mix of skills.

Another important conclusion is that text mining analysis of job vacancies advertisements is very useful for identifying the mix of skills required by employers in R&D sector from first stage researchers. Our results show that data handling and processing skills are essential for early career researchers, irrespective of their research field. First stage research positions are connected to universities and include teaching activities to a great extent. Management of time, risks, projects and resources plays an important part in the job requirements included in the analyzed advertisements. Considering the obtained word clouds, we can conclude that R&D professionals face rapidly changing demands determined by new technologies developments and environmental challenges. IT skills have also been highlighted by the word clouds in all research fields. In fact, one could see that nowadays first stage research positions include aspects that are embedded in all types of R&D career orientation (technical orientation, manager orientation, project orientation, technical transfer orientation and entrepreneur orientation). It indicates a diversification of job tasks for early career researchers in line with the increased interdisciplinary and transformations of the research sector.

Moreover, the proposed methodological approach is very helpful for exploring specific, technical skills which are much more complicated to be assessed and which are usually studied via in-depth sector level analysis. The main limitations of the study are related to the short time span covered by the gathered job advertisements, limited number of research fields that have been analyzed and the fact that the EURAXESS platform is used mostly by universities and less by research companies. In our future research, we plan to study the dynamics of the skill needs for R&D professionals, to compare entry level positions with more advanced ones, to perform cross-country comparisons, and to include more research fields in our analysis. Further research will extend the collection of textual data to other different research fields in order to extract specific latent variables known as topics. These represent a cluster of words with similar meanings and could lead to a classification of our documents according to the prevalence of topics that describe each document.
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Appendix A

*Figure A1. Cont.*
**Figure A1.** Top ten most frequent words before and after data cleaning. Source: authors’ computation.
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